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MOB HOTEL IN A NUTSHELL 

MOB HOTEL is derived from deep reflection on the nature of 
hospitality, on individual wellbeing and on togetherness. It is a real 
utopia in a financialised hotel sector.  

Founded by Cyril Aouizerate, co-founder of Mama Shelter hotels, 
MOB HOTEL values collective intelligence and a particular form of 
humanity - Benevolent - that the frenzy of modern times has made 
us unlearn.  

Hospitality and wellbeing are at the heart of our consciousness. 
These concepts are rooted in the fact that the hotel is constantly 
changing its own model. MOB HOTEL is conducive to the 
emergence of new ideas, the sharing of cultures, the desire for 
change.  

MISSIONS & SKILLS 
As part of its development, MOB HOTEL is seeking the PIZZAIOLO 
(M/W) of its dreams: one that will be able to manage everything 
that entails with a generous shot of good humour...   

• Assure the chain of the operations of manufacturing of 
pizzas since the supply until the distribution. 

• Realize the manufacturing and the cooking of pizzas in the 
wood stove. 

• Contribute to the evolution of the restaurant menu. 



• Apply and make apply regulations of hygiene and current 
safety. 

• Participate in the maintenance of the post of the kitchen 
and the secondary premises. 

REQUIRED PROFILE 
MOB HOTEL values the experience and the human side of people. 
Training and years of study are not that important. We are not 
looking for a monotasking expert, we want someone with an 
independent entrepreneurial mindset and multi-potential. MOB 
HOTEL defines itself as an adaptive, polymorphic Swiss Army Knife. 
As are its staff!  

The Pizzaiolo (M/W) of our dreams? While maintaining the 
traditions of the pizza, he or she will have the concern of the 
originality and the innovation. Creative and reactive, he or she will 
be strength of proposals of new recipes to test. In touch with the 
customers, he or she will have pleasure to exchange. 

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF 
JOBS.LYON@MOBHOTEL.COM 


